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Examination and Preparation for Use

Thank you for ordering an Supera Anesthesia Innovations anesthesia machine!

We are delighted to have you as a Supera Anesthesia Innovations customer and want 
you to be completely satisfied with your purchase.  Please inspect the contents of your 
order to see if everything is as you expected. Should anything not be exactly right or 
if anything was damaged in shipping, please contact your sales representative right 
away for help.

Our goal is to make your new anesthesia machine as easy to use and care for as pos-
sible.

This device is meant to be operated under the normal surveillance and control of a 
veterinarian trained in its use. However, you need to know more about this device than 
just how to operate it. 

Please read this manual in its entirety before using the anesthesia 
machine.

If you have any comments or questions, we welcome the opportunity to address them. 

Please contact us directly at 877–620–1500.

Thank you!

Brian Lawson
President,
Supera Anesthesia Innovations

Proudly 100% American Made
In Our State of The Art Manufacturing

Facility in Portland Oregon!
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Chapter 1: Mounting

Mounting Bracket

IMPORTAINT

The M2300 should be mounting into a solid wall stud or back board.
The mounting holes are on 16” centers (standard wall stud distance)

Use lag screws (5/16” or 3/8”) to mount to the wall.



The Non–rebreathing system connects to the common gas outlet of the 
anesthesia machine.

1. Disconnect the common gas outlet from the rebreathing head. (quick discon-
nect fittings)

2. Plug the 15mm male connector from the non–rebreathing system into the com-
mon gas outlet of the anesthesia machine.

3. Connect the blue exhaust port on the bag of the non–rebreathing system to the 
19mm blue evacuation tubing connected to the waste gas interface device or to 
any other waste gas evacuation device (outside air, F–air canister, etc.)

Circuits
CIR518 - Non-Rebreathing Modified Jackson-Rees



Unilimb design removes clutter and disorder from the anesthesia field.  
Patients exhaled breath acts as a thermal wrap to maintain the tempera-
ture and humidity of inspired gases. The swivel connector at the patient end 
eliminates kinking of the tubing.

This circuit attaches to the “Inhalation” and “Exhalation” ports on the 
rebreathing head (Co2 Absorber)

P/N CIR529 Adult (blue inner tube)
Recommended for Patients weighing above 20kg

P/N CIR529P Pediatric (Pink inner tube)
Recommended for Patients weighing under 20kg

Circuits
CIR529 & CIR529P Rebreathing Unilimb circuits



MAINTENANCE
Anesthesia Machine

The Supera Anesthesia Innovations anesthesia machine should be serviced by a 
certified technician. Only certified service companies will have the factory specifi-
cations and access to original replacement parts.

Annually
Service will include:
Pre–service low and high pressure test.  Inspection and replacement of hoses, 
gaskets and seals.  Measure pressure relief valve resistance  Inspect unidirec-
tional valves.  Inspection of evacuation system.  Inspection of oxygen system.  
Verification of vaporizer concentration output.  Final low and high pressure test.

Daily Inspection - Leak Test
Before each use check for pressure leaks in the machine. Also make certain the 
waste gas evacuation system is working properly.

1. Close the pop–off valve and cover the Y–piece of the rebreathing hose with 
your palm or finger.

2. Push the oxygen flush button or turn the flowmeter on until the bag is distend-
ed and the pressure gauge reads 20 CM H20.

3. Turn the oxygen off and watch the manometer. If the manometer reading 
drops rapidly, bag deflates rapidly, or if you hear a hissing sound, you have a 
leak. 

4. Check hoses, bag, vaporizer inlet and outlet, any mechanical fittings, and the 
seal at the top of the absorber canister for leaks. Spray window cleaner around 
fittings to help find leaks.

5. When the pressure remains fairly constant, with the oxygen turned off, your 
machine can be considered leak free on the low pressure side.

6. With your thumb still over the y–piece, open the pop–off valve all the way and 
squeeze the bag to ensure the gases have an unobstructed way out of the evac-
uation system.



Warranty / Return Policy

Supera Anesthesia Innovations warrants that each product or part shall be free 
from defects in workmanship and materials, under normal use and with appro-
priate maintenance, for 10 (ten) years from the date of purchase. For plastic, 
rubber and disposable parts or items, Supera Anesthesia Innovations warrants 
only that each such part and item shall be free from defects in workmanship and 
materials at the time of delivery.  

This warranty shall be void for any product that has been altered, defaced or 
removed from the original Supera Anesthesia Innovations product.

Supera Anesthesia Innovations shall not be liable for any damage, injury or 
loss arising out of the use of the product, whether as a result of a defect in the 
product or otherwise, if, prior to such damage, injury or loss, the product was (1) 
damaged,misused, or misapplied; (2) repaired, altered or modified by persons 
other than Supera Anesthesia Innovations; (3) not installed in strict compliance 
with the applicable codes and ordinances; (4) not installed by Supera Anesthe-
sia Innovations or an authorized Supera Anesthesia Innovations dealer.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL Supera Anesthesia Innovations BE LIA-
BLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES AS THOSE TERMS 
ARE DEFINED IN THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE.

All items returned for service or repair are the responsibility of the customer. 
Proper packing methods should be used in returning items to Supera Anesthesia 
Innovations.
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